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Picture six eager DevOps pods, four enthused technical 
teams, five servant leader program team members, one 
Agile Coach, three intense hours and lots of coffee. This 
perfectly describes what our all-hands retrospective 
looked like. With only three hours and a room of about 
60 very talkative and eager people, we needed to be 
organized, focused, and engaging. In this article we 
describe how we did it, so you can use it as a step-by-
step guide to facil itate your own large-group 
retrospectives. 

Begin with the end in mind 
All-hands retrospectives can be an important opportunity to get everyone together to inspect 
and reflect on how you work together as a team of teams. It is also a chance to practice 
empiricism at a program level: be transparent, inspect and adapt. We believe that mirroring 
scrum ceremonies at the program level can serve as an important success factor for 
organizational agility.  

We wanted to walk away from the three hour meeting with the following: 

! Three problem statements, with one or more proposed solutions (incl. acceptance 
criteria). 

! A focus group (+/- 5 people and a steward) for each problem statement. The focus 
groups were to take the problems and solutions, converge them into a single approach 
and move that 
approach forward until 
the next all-hands retro. 

We aligned our facilitation 
approach with Sam Kaner’s 
diamond of participatory 
decision making, a 
framework that emphasizes 
the importance of making 
space for divergent thinking 
(creative), contemplation 
(discussion, debate), and 
convergent thinking 
(consolidation and shortlisting 
of solutions) as separate 
stages. We broke the 
exercise up into four phases 
(see Illustration 1): 

Illustration 1: we aligned our facilitation with the leader’s guide 
to participatory decision making

https://www.linkedin.com/in/anita-siebold-061010163/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pamclavier/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lklosebc/
https://www.agile42.com/en/agile-info-center/agile-process-control/
https://www.agile42.com/en/blog/2018/06/14/making-diamonds-your-retrospectives-diamond-participatory-decision-making/
https://www.agile42.com/en/blog/2018/06/14/making-diamonds-your-retrospectives-diamond-participatory-decision-making/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i0ezcxqoqkp1go1/60peopleDiamond.jpg
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i0ezcxqoqkp1go1/60peopleDiamond.jpg


  
I. Introduction and setting the stage 
II. Brainstorm and shortlist three challenges to solve  
III. Propose solutions for those challenges in small 

groups (root cause analysis and proposal) 
IV. Form focus groups of volunteers for following up on 

each of the three challenges before the next retro 

Below are step-by-step instructions on how you might 
facilitate a meeting such as this, followed by reflections 
and checklists for preparing. 

Phase I - Introduction & Setting the 
Stage  
Time: 10 minutes 
Desired Outcome: participants are comfortable with what is going to transpire, they understand the 
frame of the conversation, and they are prone to use Kaner’s method to having inclusive 
conversations that lead to good decisions during break-out sessions. 

At this time participants are sitting around tables waiting for the meeting to begin. We 
suggest you… 

• frame the retrospective using a question (our question was “How can we create 
shippable software every two weeks?”) 

• explain the agenda at a high level 
• explain how the diamond of participatory decision making works, encouraging 

breakout groups to properly diverge, contemplate and converge 

Phase II – Brainstorm and Shortlist Three Problem Statements 
Time: 65 minutes 
Desired Outcome: Emerge with the three most critical problems (in the context of the question of the 
retrospective) to invest energy into. 

1. Individually Brainstorm challenges (5 minutes): Ask participants to write three to 
five ideas for topics on stickies without speaking to each other. Each topic should 
represent one of the recently experienced challenges in which you could invest the 
next three hours into, phrased as a problem statement. For example: “ability to 
access specialist resources outside my pod is restricted and causes delays”.  

2. Articulate a problem statement per table (15 minutes): Each table should 
consolidate and prioritize ideas into one single proposed challenge (the most 
significant one) and then articulate a problem statement. The problem statement is 
one sentence. Write this statement in big letters on a tableau sized paper so it can be 
hung on a wall and read from afar.  

3. Group sharing (10 minutes): One-by-one, someone from each table must stand up 
and read the problem statement to the room out loud. They then hang it on the wall. 
Make sure to affinity group problem statements as appropriate.  

4. Review outcomes of previous retrospective (25 minutes): Do a review of the 
items from the previous retrospective and hang/affinity-group them like the other 
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Lesson Learned 
Be very clear about the retrospective 
question. When we presented our 
question to frame the conversation not 
everyone was on the same page about 
what “shippable” meant. We cut the 
discussion about this short to stay on 
schedule, but this possibly affected the 
engagement and maturity of the 
subsequent conversations. Our take-
away was that the focus of the 
conversation needs to be crystal clear. 
If it is even slightly ambiguous, it can 
become a big time-back-hole. 

https://www.agile42.com/en/blog/2018/06/14/making-diamonds-your-retrospectives-diamond-participatory-decision-making/


problem statements (we prepared a one-page 
fact sheet for each of them to provide input). 
Note: we intentionally did not do this step earlier 
so not to anchor participant’s thinking to the 
previous all-hands retro. 

5. “Body vote” (5 minutes): Read the problem 
statements out loud one more time and then ask 
participants to physically move to the one that 
they feel is most important to invest into for the 

remainder of the meeting.  
6.Shortlist (5 minutes): We were going to now ask 
participants to consolidate on a maximum three 
problems; however, this was not necessary for us as 
this happened organically/automatically. 

At this point, you should have everyone distributed over 
three problem statements, standing under that problem 
statement they want to be involved in and feel 
passionate about resolving.  

Phase III - Root Cause Analysis and Proposal 
Time: 60 minutes 
Desired Outcome: Diverge by developing multiple proposed solutions/approaches for each of the 
three problem statements. 

1. Ask participants to self-organize into teams of five 
(still within the problem statement they chose). With 
groups larger than this, participants are at risk of 
becoming disengaged (5 minutes) 

2. Provide each group with markers and posters/
easels to capture their findings 

3. Analysis & problem solving: Each team should 
do the following (30 minutes) 
a. Make sure everyone in the group is aligned on what the problem is exactly 
b. Do a root cause analysis (explain “five whys” as an option) 
c. Propose a solution on how to go about solving the problem 

4. Ask participants to add acceptance criteria to their posters: “how will you know that 
the problem has been solved? (10 minutes) 

5. Science fair (15 minutes) 
a. Now physically group the posters together by 

problem statement (each in one corner of the 
room), with the original statement above 
them as a heading 

b. Provide each person with six smiley stickies 
and ask them to grab a sharpie and a sticky 
pad 

c. One person from each poster must stay 
behind and everyone else must walk around 
the room and look at all the other posters 

d. Provide feedback by either: a) writing it on a 
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Lesson Learned 
Acceptance cr i ter ia can be a 
power fu l t echn ique t o avo id 
misunderstandings and ambiguity. 
We f o u n d t h a t d e f i n i n g t h e 
acceptance criteria earlier than later 
could really improve the applicability 
of the proposed solutions.

Lesson Learned 
When we asked participants to 
convey their consensus by putting 
smiley stickers onto the posters, 
the smiley stickers ended up 
clustered in one place. We were 
hoping for more granularity in 
terms of what exactly they agreed 
with on that poster. Since then we 
clearly instruct participants to put 
the smiley stickers not just on the 
poster they like, but on specific 
statements on the poster.

Note 
The “body voting” technique may seem 
trivial but was actually central to our 
time management strategy. Dot voting, 
for example, would probably have 
taken much longer and ea ten 
significantly into our slim time budget. 
We also liked the physical movement it 
created.

Lesson Learned 
After body voting, ask participants 
only to stay if they are passionate 
abou t one o f t he p rob lems . 
Otherwise, give them the option to 
leave. This keeps the enthusiasm 
going and the problem-solvers 
engaged. We tried this at our next 
all-hands retro and were still left with 
about 75% of the original group size 



sticky and putting the sticky on the poster in question, or b) by putting their 
smileys on the posters  

6. Room review: facilitator asks each corner/problem statement to give a quick 
overview of where the smiley stickers seem to have concentrated. This turned into a 
full review of the posters (10 minutes) 

Phase IV - Setup the after-party  
Time: 20-30 minutes 
Desired Outcome: Walk away with a group of volunteers per problem statement, including 
a designated steward each, to consolidate and take the proposed solutions forward. 

1. Articulate that we will discuss if the acceptance criteria have been met during the 
next all-hands retrospective  

2. Call for stewards and volunteers (10 minutes):  
a. For each corner/problem statement, ask for a steward to step forward who 

will setup the follow-up meeting and take the posters with them  
b. Also ask for volunteers. If volunteers don’t naturally step forward, remind the 

group what volunteering entails – they may feel overwhelmed or intimidated if 
they don’t understand what’s involved 

c. Ask for participants who feel passionate 
about being involved in driving those 
solutions forward. Ask them to put their 
name on a sticky and put it in the respective 
corner/poster area. Remind them that they 
don’t have to execute the solution alone, 
only drive it forward (as a steward) or 
participate in its resolution (as a volunteer) – 
it’s a team effort 

3. Follow-up meeting: Ask the stewards to take the 
posters with them and to schedule a meeting with 
the volunteers to determine next steps 

4. Designate one or more of the scrum masters to be 
on standby to provide assistance to the groups  

5. Ask participants for feedback on their way out (see 
“How valuable was the retro?” poster 1)  

6. Ask the stewards to capture the feedback and 
posters on a collaborative electronic platform that everyone can access. They may 
capture this simply as photographs  

Reflections 
After the retrospective we got together and reflected on how it went. We found that… 

● We had very good engagement during the small group workshops 
● Many participants signed up as volunteers 
● Feedback was: largely valuable to very valuable, with concerns centering around 

what happens next 
● The diamond of participatory decision making emphasizes the need for proper  

contemplation before convergence. With the short time frame we felt we rushed over 
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Poster 1: “how valuable was the retro?”
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this at times, which might have led to lesser outcomes. This we want to take great 
care to avoid going forward 

● We finished in 2h 50m. Some things took longer than allocated, but at the end we 
came in under 3h comfortably 

Results 
Once the retrospective was complete, the stewards and volunteers took proposals forward 
towards consolidation and resolution. At the next retrospective they provided feedback on 
how this went. They found that the retrospective was effective at unearthing problems, the 
causes thereof and solutions. However, we identified improvement opportunities in terms of 
how effectively those problems were resolved and taken forward. We found that… 

● Although some actions were taken, it was not always a team-wide effort and results 
were not communicated broadly enough 

● In some instances, the actions that were taken were minimal and/or last-minute 
● Verification of whether a solution met the acceptance criteria was lacking 

At the next retrospective, we applied the following improvements to effectively address 
these issues:  

● Ensure acceptance criteria are defined for 
each problem statement from an all-hands 
perspective (rather than only by the 
steward’s own team’s perspective) and are 
both understood and collectively agreed on  

● Identify quasi product owners and empower 
them to accept/refute a solution based on 
whether or not it meets the acceptance 
criteria. Our quasi product owners emerged 
fairly easily, mostly as volunteers. Their roles 
were heavily involved with the initiative they 
stepped forward for. They also had a vested 
interest in the outcome. E.g., a Training Manager stepped forward as the product 
owner of the initiative to improve cross skilling  

● Increase visibility and further anchor the action items: 
○ We created user stories for each problem statement and added them to the 

Scrum of Scrums backlog 
○ Progress on each problem and its action items were discussed at the Scrum 

of Scrums 
● Assign a program level, senior scrum master, to facilitate and coordinate activities 

across the selected problems to ensure action items are completed prior to the next 
retrospective 

Things to Try 
● During the science fair, perhaps, have participants first discuss each other’s posters 

under the same problem statement as theirs, then move out to see the posters of the 
other problems. This may lead to a more engaged science fair and cross-pollination 
of ideas 
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● After the science fair, but before asking for volunteers, ask each group to discuss one 
of the other posters and provide feedback as a group  

● Have a separate meeting for discussing the previous retrospective’s action items, or 
ask participants to look over these ahead of time 

● If, in phase II, several problem statements were affinity grouped, consider asking the 
group to articulate a brand-new problem statement before doing a root cause 
analysis, to encourage proper convergence 

Room setup 
● Ensure that your room has sufficient wall space – not the surface of the moon – but 

enough for your teams each to have a space to retreat to and use to capture their 
ideas and stick their stickies 

● Set-up a space to collect feedback. Do this near the 
coffee station or exit so that you have foot-traffic 
passing by. It also helps to put up some questions or 
examples of feedback so that you draw out more 
than “more coffee” or other logistics item feedback 

● We had 10 tables with 6-9 seats per table 
● Have space for breakout sessions (We happened to 

have a sofa with coffee tables, high chairs with high 
tables, etc., which worked well) 

● 5 easels (flip charts with paper) and wall space for 
18 breakout groups to create posters without 
stepping on each other’s toes. For this we had self-
adhesive 3M posters that we could simply stick on 
the wall 

● Painter’s tape for non-adhesive flip chart paper 
● Microphone/speaker (you may have a strong voice as a facilitator, but when 

participants from the audience speak, it is often hard to hear them without a mic, and 
then it diminishes the added value) 

● We found that we do not need a projector – the easels and stickies worked just fine 
● Provide tea and coffee – but don’t interrupt the session. Make this available before 

and throughout the session – and remember to tell participants ahead of time, or they 
tend to stop at their favourite coffee haunts and arrive late to the retro and then miss 
out 

Prep & Posters 
● 1-pager describing action items and progress 

from last retrospective, multiple copies 
● 2 identical posters for providing feedback on 

the way out or near the coffee station 
● Poster for task/Kanban board 
● Stickies and sharpies on each table – we 

found that 4 sets of stickies per table and 
enough sharpies for each seated person 
work well 

● Diversity of coloured markers for 18 breakout 
groups (allows for more creativity) 
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Lesson Learned 
The venue did provide us with a PA 
system, but we did not test it ahead 
of time. Once the meeting started 
we could not use it because the 
volume button was well hidden in a 
closet. Now as facilitators we could 
project our voices, so we initially 
thought - not a big deal, but when 
participants started to share their 
views it was sometimes very difficult 
to hear them. At the end we found 
the volume button, but it cost us 
some time. 



● Tableau paper on each table 
● Strips of smiley stickers (1 strip of 6 pp) 

Logistics Checklist 
There is a fair amount of logistics that go into large all team events like this, here’s a quick 
checklist that we compiled after our first all team retrospective and build on with each 
retrospective going forward. Like anything in an agile environment, there is always room for 
continuous improvement.  

! Identify attendees, e.g. pods, supporting teams, supporting managers, servant leader 
program team members supporting the pods, etc  

! Confirm core attendees' availability to identify the ideal retro date 
! Book venue 
! Book refreshments (if any) 
! Send invitation 
! Remind Scrum Masters to motivate their teams to attend 
! Confirm venue requirements:  

○ Microphone 
○ No projector – unless you have specific needs  
○ Round tables that seat 9 or so participants 
○ 4 flip-charts (for 90 participants) 

! Organize stationery:  
○ 4 sets of stickies per table 
○ 3M self-adhesive poster books for walls (1 per table) 
○ 1 marker per person 
○ Coloured markers for break-away sessions 

! Ensure facilitator is identified and is prepared 
! Send reminders shortly before the meeting 
! Confirm final numbers with venue and caterer 
! On the day:  

○ Set-up flip-charts, stationery, feedback wall, etc. 
○ Test the PA system 

! After the ceremony:  
○ Take photos of materials produced 
○ Document and publish  
○ Ensure vendors are paid for stationery ordered, venue and catering 
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